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Abst ract - -The  radial flow of oil towards a well in one and two dimensions i modeled by a family 
of finite difference schemes. This family depends on one parameter 0, 0 < 0 < 1. The stability of 
the proposed schemes is analyzed applying the matrix method, which takes into account boundary 
conditions. Particularly, in the 2-D case, an "almost pentadiagonal" matrix is obtained choosing 
an appropriate order of equations and unknowns. We prove that this matrix may be symmetrized 
by a similarity transformation. Therefore, studying bounds for the corresponding eigenvalues, un- 
conditional stability is found for ~ > 1/2 and stability restrictions are established for 0 < 1/2. 
Numerical simulations are presented using the BSOR (Block Successive Over Relaxation) method to 
solve the resulting system of linear equations. The finite difference solution has perfectly reproduced 
the analytical solution of a simplified 1-D model. 
Keywords - -S tab i l i ty  analysis, Finite differences, Oil flow, Simulation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general equations that  govern fluid flow through porous media are obtained by combining 
Darcy 's  Law and the equat ion of conservation of mass [1,2]. A l though all real oil reservoirs are 
three-dimensional ,  in many pract ical  s ituations we may assume that  flow in some coordinate 
is negligible. In this paper,  single-phase flow of oil towards a well is analyzed in one and two 
dimensions. As we consider only single-phase flow, a scalar equat ion is used. This  equat ion has 
pract ical  interest in the field of reservoir engineering, because it is appl ied in well test  analysis [3]. 
Dur ing the well test,  the pressure response to changing product ion or injection condit ions is mea- 
sured. The reservoir propert ies characterize that  response; therefore, the aim of well test ing is to 
infer those propert ies analyzing pressure behavior. Tradit ional ly,  1-D radial  models with constant 
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properties have been used in well test analysis [3]. Nevertheless, with a 2-D model (in radial and 
vertical coordinates) the effects of gravity, vertical permeability and rock heterogeneities can be 
assessed. 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the stability conditions of a family of finite difference 
schemes applied to solve the 1-D and 2-D models and to present some numerical simulations. 
Stability analysis of finite difference schemes for parabolic type equations were described in pre- 
vious papers [4-6], involving matrices with constant [5,6] or variable coefficients [4]. Nevertheless, 
only Dirichlet boundary conditions are considered [4,5], or other conditions are included but in 
a linear case with constant coefficients [6]. Besides, the resulting matrices of the linear systems 
were symmetric [5] or the eigenvalues may be calculated explicitly [6]. 
The 2-D equation with mixed boundary conditions presented herewith provides a nonsymmet- 
ric, almost pentadiagonal matrix with variable coefficients, and as far as we know, it has not been 
studied before. We obtain a similarity transformation that symmetrizes it, and then the stability 
is proved analyzing bounds for the corresponding real eigenvalues. 
In the first part of the paper (Sections 2 and 3), the differential equations of the model and their 
discretization are presented. The crux of this matter is Section 4, where the stability conditions of 
the finite difference schemes are analyzed. Besides, the BSOR implementation for this particular 
case is described in Section 5. Finally, numerical simulations are analyzed in Section 6. 
2. THE 1-D AND 2-D MODELS 
We assume a multilayer, cylindrical reservoir that is enclosed at the top, bottom and outer 
radius by an impermeable boundary. It has a well located at its central axis that penetrates the 
formation completely. This geometric model is shown in Figure 1. The well and outer radius 
are rw and re, respectively, and H is the reservoir thickness. Obviously, cylindrical coordinates 
(r, 0, z) are used. The reservoir contains only oil, which is a slightly compressible fluid of constant 
compressibility and constant viscosity. 
Well 
Layer 1 
~-  Layer 2 
Layer nj I 
Figure 1. Reservoir model. 
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1-D Mode l  
If the following assumptions are also stated: 
• all layers have the same properties, 
• there is no vertical flow, 
• the solution domain is axisymmetric and all rock properties are functions of (r) and boun- 
dary conditions are functions of (r, t), 
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the only coordinate relevant o flow is the radius r and, therefore, a 1-D model is obtained, 
1 0 
~o(v)k(r)~( ,t) + q(~,t) t), - = ¢( r )#cp(p) -~(r ,  (1) 
r Or 
where radial distance, r, and time, t, are the independent variables and pressure, p(r,t) ,  is the 
unknown. The parameters are viscosity, /~, compressibility, c  absolute permeability, k(r), and 
porosity, ¢(r). The oil density is p(p). Neglecting source or sink term, q(r, t), and also gradient 
squared terms, equation (1) becomes 
1 0 ~k(r) (~,t) =¢(~) ,c~ ,t). (2) 
r Or 
Equation (2) is a parabolic partial differential equation. 
reservoir pressure PIN, 
p(t = 0, r) = PIN. 
The boundary condition at the well is 
The initial condition is the known 
(3) 
Op t) r=,~ q(t), 
k(~)~(r ,  - 2---~' t > o, (4) 
where the flow rate q may vary with time. 
The outer boundary condition assumes absence of flow in the outer radius re, 
°P(~'t) ,=ro =0,  t > 0. (5) 
If permeability and porosity are constant, there is an analytical solution [7] for equation (2) 
with initial and boundary conditions (3), (4) and (5). This solution is given by a series expansion 
whose terms include Bessel functions. If permeability and porosity are not constant, an analytical 
solution exists only for special cases; for instance, when permeability is an arbitrary function of 
position with small variations from a mean value and porosity is constant [8]. However, in many 
cases the problem cannot be analytically solved and a numerical solution is required. 
2-D Mode l  
Maintaining only the third assumption of the 1-D model, i.e., 
* the solution domain is axisymmetric and all rock properties are functions of (r, Z) and 
boundary conditions are functions of (r, Z, t), 
a model in two dimensions, radial and vertical (r, Z), is obtained, 
l o ( rp(v)k, (~,Z)Op( , ,Z, t ) )+ 0 ( k,(r,Z)(Op )) 
r Or lz -~r -~  p(p) # ~ (r, Z, t) - gp(p) 
+ (l(r, Z, t) = p(p)¢(r, Z)cO-~(r, Z, t). (6) 
The pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) behavior of the fluid may be expressed in terms of the 
formation volume factor, B0, defined as the volume of oil at reservoir pressure divided by the 
volume of oil at standard condition (SC), 
Vo(p) psc 
Bo(p) = 15, , that is p(p) = Bo(p)" [o]sc 
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Replacing p(p) in equation (6) and dividing by Psc, it becomes [1], 
Op -r10cOr ( rTr(r'Z'p)Op~r(r' Z, t)) + -~O (Tz(r,Z,p)(-~(r,Z,t) -g  B---~))Psc ' +q(r,Z,t) 
OR = g(r,Z,p)-~(r,Z,t), (7) 
where 
T~(r,Z,p)- kr(r,Z) Tz(r,Z,p)- kz(r,Z) ¢(r,Z)c q(r,Z,t)- ~(r,Z,t) 
#S0(p)' #Bo(p)' g(r,Z,p) - Bo(p) ' Psc 
In a first approach, we consider Bo(p) approximately constant to obtain a linear partial differen- 
tim equation. Moreover, the flow rate is considered in the boundary conditions. The boundary 
conditions are generalizations of those stated in the 1-D model while the initial condition is the 
same. Therefore, the problem to be solved is 
10 (rTr(r,Z)~rr(r,Z,t)) + O (Tz(r,Z)(~_~pz(r,Z,t)_gPSC ~ 
with initial condition 
p(r, Z, t = O) = PXN. (9) 
The boundary conditions at the well (r = r~) are 
• known total flow rate, 
qT(t) = -~0 kr(rw, Z) \ ~r]~=~ dZ, (10) 
* pressures related by gravity forces, 
p(rw,Z,t) = Pwl + pgZ, (11) 
where PwI = p(rw, Z = O, t). 
At reservoir boundaries (outer, top and bottom), the nonflow condition is imposed. By Darcy's 
Law, 
(13) 
# \Oz / IZ=0,H 
Adding different assumptions, approximate analytical solutions may be obtained [9,10]. Never- 
theless, the general case requires a numerical solution. 
3. NUMERICAL  APPROACH 
We describe now the numerical approximation of the 2-D model, equations (8)-(13). In a 
similar way the 1-D discretization is deduced Ill]. In order to work with dimensionless variables, 
we define 
x In(----r)" "\'w/ z=~,Z  --.t (14) 
= , t=#c 
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The aim of introducing the variable x is to obtain a grid with more points near the wellbore using 
a constant increment Ax. Replacing in equation (8), we get 
1 0 
z, t ) )  + z, t) 
_ Z(~,z)  Op z,t ) .  (15) 
,c  ~(z ,  
We consider a rectangular domain in the x, z plane, ~t = {(x, z)/O < x < ln(re/r~),  0 < z < 1}. 
It is divided into ~ uniform grid with grid points (xi, z3) = ( iAx,  (j + (1/2))Az) ,  0 < i < ni, 
0 < j < nj, where Ax and Az axe the spatial increments in the x and z direction, respectively. 
We use discretized t imes t ~ = nat ,  At  being the t ime discretization step. Pressure at the 
representative mesh point (xi, za, t ~) is denoted by P~j. Then, equation (15) is discretized using 
a family of finite difference schemes, depending upon a parameter  0, 0 < 0 < 1, 
/~.nH-1 /pn+l pn ) 
~,~'~ - ~'~ "+~ (1 e)¢?,j, (1~) 
tic 
where 
~n. I -2z~(Tzai+(1/2),J(P~'{'I,J-P~J)/Ax-Txi-(1/2),J(Pi,nJ-ID~-I,J) lax ) 
= 7e  ' (17) t,] rw . AX 
Equat ion (16) may be written as 
0c p~+l  ~ p~+l  ( l+0a~, j )P~,  +1 0~ p~+l  ~+1 i,j i-l, j +{~gi,j i,j--1 + + Ji,j i,3+1 +Obi,jPi+l,j 
= - (1  - O)c~,jP?_l, j - (1 - O)gidP, n,j_l + (1 - (1 - O)ai,j)P~,j 
- (1 - O)fi,jP~,j+~ - (1 - O)b~,jP~+~,3 + e~,j, 
defining 
ttcAt e -2~ #cAt  e -2x~ 
c~,j = ~i,j r2,AxiTx,_~/2,j_ b i , j -  /3i,j r2,Ax 2Tx'+l/2'j' 
ttcAt 1 ttcAt 1 
g i , j -  ~i,j H2Az  2Tz`'j-~/2' f i , j -  ~,~ H2Az2Tz~,j+I/2, 
#cAt  gPsc 
a~,j = -[c,,, + b,,j + g~,j + k,j], e~,j - A,~ gAzBo (Tz,,,_l,~ - T<.~,~) ,  
1 < i < n i -1 ,  l< j<n j -1 .  
Boundary  conditions at the well (i = 0) are given by equations (10) and (11). 
• Equat ion (10) is discretized as 
2~ E hjkro,j 0 "o,, E : - I , ,  +(1-0)  0,o -1,j 
qT = ~Bo j=0 ~x 
ni 
2~HAz E kr°5 [0 (pn+l pn+l~ p n _ p~ , -- t o,j - ' - x j )+(1 -O) (  o,j -1, j)]  
#BoAx j=o 
where P_ 1,j are auxil iary points outside the boundary. 
• Equation (11) is discretized as 
P~,j = P~,o + pg jHAz ,  Vj = 1, nj. 
At the outer boundary  (i = hi, j = 0, j = nj) ,  equations (12) and (13) are satisfied taking 
Tx,,~+l/2,j = O, Tz,,_i/2 = O, Tz,,~,+~/~ = O, j = O, . . . ,n j ,  i = 0 . . . .  ,n~. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
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4. STABIL ITY  ANALYS IS  
In order to obtain a convenient structure of the resulting linear system, the following order of 
unknowns and equations is chosen: 
• unknowns ((nj + 1). (hi + 1) + 1): 
pn+l pn+l pn+l  . p n+l .  pn+l  pn+l .  p n+l  p n+l .  . /on+l p.n+l 
-1,0, -1 ,1 , ' ' ' , * -1 ,n j ,  0,0 ~ 1,0 , ' ' ' , *  1,nj~ 2,0 , ' ' ' ,  2,nj~ "''~ n~,O,'''~ ni,n 5" 
• equations ((nj + 1). (ni + 1) + 1): 
1. equation (18) corresponding to i = O, j = 0,. . .  ,nj; ((nj + 1) equations), 
2. equation (19); (1 equation), 
3. equation (18) corresponding to ((j = 0, . . . ,  nj); i = 1, . . . ,  ni); ((nj + 1).ni equations). 
Therefore, the linear system in matrix form is 
M1 
do 
( P- I ,O '~ n+l  
P- 1,,b dn, 
n j  • Po,o qTBo#Ax pgHAz Y~j=o 3 kro,j 
Pl,o = 21r H A z 0 + M2 
P1j 
P1 'b - c t , jgp jHAz  
' -cl,n~gpH 
Pn,,o 0 
\ P'~'"~J / 0 
0 
( P- I ,O ~ n ¢' e0,0 
P-l,nl CO,hi 
Po,o 0 
PI,O Jr" el,O 
Pl ,nj  el ,hi  
Pnl ,o em ,0 
\ Pn,,n~ ,* ~, en,,n, J 
, (22) 
where dj = pgHAz((go,j - fo,j) + j (co,j + bo,j)), j = O, n j, and M1, M2 E R gxN with N = (nj + 
1) - (n i+ l )+ l .  It is even possible to improve matrix M1 structure and to reduce the number of 
linear equations to be solved. To do this, let us replace the (nj + 2) row of M1 (corresponding 
to equation (19)) by (row)~j+2 ~- (row)hi+2 + Y'~.~.J=o(k,-o.j/co,j) (row)j. Then, equation (22) 
becomes 
M1 
P-l,0 
P--l,n~ 
PO,O 
PI,O 
Px,nj 
P,~,,o 
Pnl ~nj 
n+l  
qTBo#Ax 
2rrHAz 
do 
dn¢ 
n~ • na kroj d- 
pgHAzy~q=o?k,'o,J + ~j=0 coj 3 
0 
--Cl,nj gpH 
0 
0 
0 P-I,O /n eo,o '~ 
P-l,nj go'hi 
k,.o,j PO,O nj ~=o eo 
+M2 / P1,0 + c0j ' 
/ Pl,n, el,0 
el,hi 
~ Pm,o em,o 
in, ,n~ en, ,n~ / 
(23) 
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where M1 is 
with 
Co , Bf o o o o ,~ 
0 t r7 ~ 0 t 0 t 0 t 0t 
0 c A1 B1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C1 At Bi 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 Cni Ani 
/..o o oo /l+..o 
0 0Ci,1 0 0 Ogt,1 
Ct = 0 0 0 , At = 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Oci,nj / 0 /-,ooooi/ / / 1+ aO-d-~o,o ~ 0 Obt,1 0 0 1+ aO-~o,1 
B~= 0 0 0 , ~= • , 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 00bt , ,~/  1+ ao0-gK~,~/ 
I 
and M2 is 
Y~i = 
with 
O ft,o 0 0 0 "~ 
1 +Oai,1 Oft,1 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 Ogt,,b 1 +8awb 
(t  = O bo,o, 0 - ' -  Do 1, ' ' '  0 ' bo,nj , 
, CO,1 ' ~ CO,n  j 
nj nj _ _  
,=E +°Ek~o, 
j=o Cod j=o ' \ Co,j/ 
0Cl,0 "~ 
0c1,1 ] 
C= • ; 
\ Ocl w / 
,Oo ~ Bo o o o o 
o t ~ ~t ot ot o t o* ~ 
0 ~ Ai /~i 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
.0  0 0 Ci At /~t 0 
0 0 0 0 
o o o o o 0 , ,  .~,~, 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
~ i= 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 - (1  - O)ci,nj 
l 
i - (i - O)m,o - (1  - O)It,o 0 0 
- (1  - O)gi,1 1 -- (1 -- O)at, i --(1 - O)ft,1 0 
0 
0 0 
o o o -(i - O)gt,,~ /o,o o oo o)  
0 - (1 -O)b i ,1  0 0 0 
o o o o , ~= 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - (1 -  O)bi,,~j 
- (1  - O)c~,o 0 
0 -1 (1  - O)ct,1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
° / 0 
0 
1 - (1 O)at,,~j 
I i - (i - O)a--E~,o 1i - (i - e)a---~,~ 
I -- (I - O)a--~,n~ / 
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nj nj _ _  
~#: Z kr°'s -(1-O) Z kr°,' (l+a-~'J~ ' 
j=o cod j=o \ cod/ 
~t_~ (1-- 0) no,o, -(1-0) 50,1 , . . . ,  - (1 -0 ) -~-bo , .¢  , 
{ --(1--0)C1,0 ) 
-- [ --(1--9)C1,1 
\ -(1 - 0)Cl,n3 
Consequently, system (23) may be split into two systems of equations, i.e., 
qTBo#Ax ""A v--,nj n~ kro,~ d" 
n+l  27rHAz pg~ z ?__~j=ojkro.~ + ~j=o cod a { Po,o ) 
I Pl,o 0 
Mal [ Pl,nj = -C l ,~gpH 
/ P.,,o o 
\ Pn,,nj 0 
o (24) 
PI,O co,j eoo 
el,O 
+ M,~2 Pl,nj + el,,~ ' 
Vni ,o enl ,O 
Pnl nj enl ~nj 
where Mal and Ma2 are obtained from M1 and M2 eliminating the first (nj q- 1) rows and the 
first (nj + 1) columns. 
Once (Po,o, Pl,o, • • •, P lmj , . - . ,  Pn,,o,. --, Pn,,nj)n+l are obtained, the auxiliary points may be 
computed by solving the first (nj + 1) equations. n1 Therefore, we have to solve linear system (24). Dividing the first row by 7]j=o(k,.o,j/co,j), this 
system may be expressed as 
(I + 0T)P ~+1 = (I - (1 - 0)T)P ~ + ¢, 
where matrix T C R ~xf~ (IY = (nj + 1) • ni + 1) is 
(25) 
T TO,O TO,n~ 
el,0 al,o fl,o bl,o 
Cl,n~ gl,n3 al,n~ bl,nj 
where 
ci,o ai,o fi,o bi,o 
Vi,nj gi,nj ai,nj 
Cn1,0 ani ,0 fn1,0 
cni ,nj 9hi l i i j  
bi,n~ 
ani ,nj 
"~ (k,-o.,/corn) Y~d=o kro, (1 + (a-~,~/co,A) (k,o o/~O,o) 
n~' , too = ' bo,o, ~'o,n~ = bo n~. Ej=o (k~o,/co,A " '  , E~:o (k~o,~/~o,~) "' E j :o (kro,j/co,D 
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(I + OT) is strictly diagonally dominant; therefore, it is not singular, and it follows that  
p,~+] = (I + OT)-X(I - (1 - O)T)P n + (I + OT)-l~b. (26) 
Let M = (I + OT)-~(I - (1 - O)T). In order to analyze the stabil ity of the finite difference 
schemes, we prove the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. There is a basis of R R (1~ = (nj + 1) .n i  + 1) formed by eigenvectors of M, 
and all of M's  eigenvalues are real. 
PROOF. Since M = (I + OT)- I ( I  - (1 - O)T), if Ak is an eigenvalue of T, with corresponding 
eigenvector vk, then 3k = (1 - (1 - O)Ak)/(1 + OAk) is an eigenvalue of M with the same eigen- 
vector [12]. (Let us note that  (1 + OAk) are the eigenvalues of the nonsingular matr ix  (I + OT), so 
they are different from zero.) Therefore, we have to prove Proposit ion 1 for matr ix  T. Coefficients 
of matr ix  T satisfy the following properties: 
= e_2~x ~i,j b ?~'J Ci+l , j  ~ i , j ,  g i , j+ l  : , .  f i , j ,  
IJi+ l , j  H i , j+ l 
kTo j kTo j r2 Ax2 Bo 
. . . .  boj = _(#cAtk~ ° j-r-Y-2'~ r~Ax2#Bo) po,j - -  ~ ~o, jbo , j  = ~o, jbo , j ,  ~ < O. CO,j , , 
We define a diagonal matr ix  D c R N'x~r as do,0 = x0,0 and dk,k = xi,j; k = (nj + 1)(i - 1) + j  + 1 
((j = 0,n j ) ;  i = 1,n~); where 
/ 
x0,0 = 1 and xi,j = i "~j e~ki'j Y~4=0(~o,,/c0,t) eiAX ((j = 0, nj); i = 1,n~) 
(xi,j are properly defined because e < 0, and V'nJ tk z-~l=o~ o.~/co,z) < 0 because Coj < 0 for all l). 
It is easily observed that  DTD -1 is a symmetr ic matrix. Consequently, DTD -1 has real 
eigenvalues and a basis formed by eigenvectors of DTD -1 exists. But DTD -1 and T are similar 
matrices [13], so the same conclusion applies to T and the proposit ion is proven. 
PROPOSITION 2. Every eigenvalue )~k of T lies in the segment [0,4(At/¢min)(k . . . .  /r2w Ax2 + 
k~m~J H2 Az2)], where k~ and k~ are upper bounds for horizontal and vertical permeability, 
respectively, and q~min s a lower bound for porosity. 
PROOF. The statement is immediately proven by applying the Gershgorin's Circle Theorem [12]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ~k be the eigenvalues of M = (I + OT) - I ( I -  (1 -O)T) .  Therefore, 
(a) i l l~2 < 0 < 1 then I kl <_ 1 for all k, Ax, At, Az; 
(b) ifO <_ 0 < 1/2 then I~kl <_ 1 for all k, if At, Ax and Az  are chosen so that 
At(kTm,~/r~ Ax 2 + kz~,~/H2Az 2) < (¢min/2(1 -- 20)). 
PRooF.  3k = (1 -- (1 -- 0)Ak)/(1 + 0Xk) = 1 -- Ak/(1 + OAk), where Ak are the eigenvalues of 
matr ix  T. Let us note that  since T is a singular matrix,  Ak = 0 is an eigenvalue of T, and 
therefore ¢~k = 1 is an eigenvalue of M.  Now, we analyze eigenvalues different from unity, i.e., 
Ak ¢ 0. In that  case,/3 = 1 - 1/(A -1 + 0). From Proposit ion 2, A > 0, so/3 < 1. Moreover, 
(a) if 1/2 _< 0 _< 1, it follows that  A -~ +0 > 1/2, so that  1 -  1/(A -1+0)  > -1  for all 
Ax, At, Az; 
(b) if 0 _< 0 < 1/2 and At(k~m~Jr2Ax 2 + kzm. JH2Az  2) <_ (¢mi J2(1  - 20)), it follows that  
/~--1 _~_ 0 > (~min -I- 0 
nat  ( + 
¢min 1 - 20 1 
(4¢min/2(1-- 28)) -t-0-- ~ +0 = ~, 
so that  1 - 1/(A -1 + 8) >_ -1 .  
Therefore, in (a) and (b) we obtain ISkl -< 1 for all k, and the proposit ion is proven. 
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Finally, a suitable norm is defined. Let  {Vk}k=l, ~ be a basis of R N formed by eigenvectors 
of  M, and {~k}k=~,N the corresponding eigenvalues. If x E R N, x = y~N=I XkVk, and we define 
19 
Ilxll -- AxAz  ~--~-k=l Ixkl. We take the matr ix norm subordinate to this vector norm, i.e., 
IIMxII Ilxll # O. (27) 
IIMII = max Ilxll ' 
PROPOSITION 4. 
(a) I l l~2 < 0 < 1, then [[M[[ _< 1, for all Ax, Az, At. Therefore, the finite difference scheme 
defined in equation (16) is unconditionally stable [14]. 
(b) IfO <_ 0 < 1/2 and At(k~m~x/r~Ax 2 + kzm~x/H2Az 2) <_ (¢min/2(1 - 20)), then IIMII _< 1. 
Therefore, the finite difference scheme defined in equation (16) is stable if Ax, Az, At  are 
selected so that At(k~m~x/r~Ax 2 + kZmax/H2/kz 2) ~ (¢min/2(1 -- 20)). 
PROOF. It follows immediately from definition of matr ix norm, equation (27), and Proposit ion 3. 
PROPOSITION 5. (Convergence). Let p(x, z, t) be the solution of the differential equation (15) 
with initial and boundary conditions given by equations (9)-(13) and let p~,j = p( iAz,  j Az,  nat) .  
Let P~,j be the solution of the difference system (25). I f  Tx and Tz are twice boundedly differen- 
tiable, Pxxx,Pzz~,Pttt,Pttx,Pttz are bounded and Ax, Az are chosen as O( Atl/2), it may be shown 
that, 
[ ]pn-pn l l - - - *0  , if A$-*O. 
PROOF. This proof follows the ideas given by Douglas [4]. Under the hypothesis tated above, 
it may be shown that  p'~ satisfies the following equation: 
(I + OT)p n+l = (I - (1 - O)T)p n + ~b + hn, 
with [[hn[[ <_ h = O(At3/2); hn is the truncation error resulting from replacing derivatives 
by finite differences. Let us define v n = pn _ pn.  Therefore, v n satisfies ( I  + 0T)v  '~+1 = 
( I  - (1 - 0)T)v  ~ + hn and v ° = 0 (initial condition), i.e., 
v n+l = (I + OT)- I ( I  - (1 - 0)T)v  ~ + (I + OT)- lhn = Mv ~ + hn, and v ° = 0. 
Then, 
n--1 n -1  n -1  
v ~ = M~v ° + EMJh~_ j_ I  = EMJhn_ j _ I ,  so that  [[v~[[ ~ E HMllJllh~-J -t l [ '  
j=0  j=0  j=0 
From Proposit ion 4, [[M[[ _< 1. Moreover, 
]lhk]] = H(I + 0T) - lhkH _< H( I+ 8T)- IH [[hkl[ _< 11(I+OT)-llIh. 
But II(I + 0T)-111 _< 1, because 1 is the max imum eigenvalue of (I + OT) -1 (Proposit ion 2). 
Finally, 
liP ~ - P'~II -< IIv'~ll -< n -h  < 
tmax • h=~O(At  3/2)--,0, if A t - - -  0. 
At 
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5. L INEAR EQUATIONS SOLUTION AT  EACH T IME STEP  
In order to solve equation (25), an iterative technique, the Block Successive Over Relaxation 
method (BSOR) [1,15] is applied• Let us notice that (I + OT) is almost pentadiagonal, except 
for the first row and column, with the following structure: 
/ A1 B1 \ 
C2 A2 B2 1 
era-1 An,- I Bn,-1 
Cn~ An~ 
where 
A1 -- Cl,0 0 0 
• i i l  , B1 = B1 ' 
\ Cl,nj 
A1, A2, . . . ,  An, are tridiagonal matrices E R (~j+l)x(n~+l) and/~1, B2, . . . ,  Bn~-1; C2 . . . .  , C~, are 
diagonal matrices of the same order• 
This method departs from an initial iterate u ~ = (u~, u~, u" ), where u~, k = 1, ni are 
• " • ~ n ,  
vectors in R (n~+l) and u~ is a scalar• The new iterate is obtained as follows: 
1. Compute (u~ +1, u~ +1) solving 
o~ 70 7n~ 
CI,O 
A~ 
Cl,nj 
u~ +1 o o 0 
To do this we find a root of the single variable function, F(~) = a0 -~ -7TUl (~) ,  where 
ul(~) is the solution of Ji.lul = a l  - /~lU~ - ~Cl (tridiagonal system). 
2. Solve each tridiagonal system step by step as 
Aku~+l = --v'kuk-~..+11 -- BkU~+l + ak. 
The iteration process continues until convergence is obtained• 
6. NUMERICAL  S IMULAT IONS 
We divide the analysis in two parts• In the first part, the 2-D simulator is tested by comparing 
its results against those of the analytical solution of the 1-D case [7]. We consider a well with 
radius r~, = 0.1 m located in the central axis of a cylindrical reservoir with an outer radius 
re = 500 m and a thickness H -- 15 m. The reservoir is formed by four layers of equal thickness. 
In order to compare with the 1-D analytical solution, it is assumed that all layers have the 
same properties and that there is no interlayer crossflow. Therefore, horizontal permeability and 
porosity are constant, while vertical permeability is nil. Data are shown in Table 1. With these 
assumptions, each layer must behave in the same way with total flow rate equally divided among 
them. Our purpose is to test this behavior to see if it coincides with the results obtained using 
the analytical solution• 
In the second step, we assume that the four layers have different properties and there is in- 
terlayer crossflow. Oil has the same properties hown in Table 1, and permeability and porosity 
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Table 1. Rock and fluid properties. 
porosity, ¢ 0.2 
horizontal permeability, kr 0.1 /~m 2
vertical permeability, kz 0/~m 2
oil viscosity, /~ 0.01 Pa.s 
oil compressibility, c 1.45 E -9  1 /Pa  
total flow rate, q 0.001 m3/s  
Table 2. Rock properties of each layer. 
Layer 1 
porosity, ¢ 0.2 
horizontal permeabil ity, kr 0.010/t in 2 
vertical permeabil ity, kz 0.001 pm 2 
Layer 2 
0.2 
0.500 ~m 2 
: 0.050 ]tin 2 
Layer 3 Layer 4 
0.2 0.2 
0.050 ]~m 2 0.I00 ~m 2 
0.005 #m 2 0.010 ttm 2 
of each layer may be seen in Table 2. (Porosity is constant and vertical permeability is 10% of 
horizontal permeability.) 
In both cases we take ni = 20 and nj = 3, i.e., Ax = 0.426 and Az = 0.25 (dimensionless). 
Besides, gravity effects are neglected. 
All simulations have been performed using a 486 DX II personal computer with 4 MB of RAM 
memory and 66 MHz. 
Compar i son  w i th  Ana ly t i ca l  So lut ion 
Different finite difference schemes (corresponding to different 0 values, equation (16)) are tested 
with the analytical solution. As expected, using the 2-D model, all layers have the same behavior, 
and this behavior coincides with the analytical solution. This may be observed in Figure 2, 
where the pressure at the well (PwY) is plotted as a function of time. Moreover, pressure profiles 
computed with different 0 values are very similar. 
Figure 3 shows relative errors defined as 
an t 2D t 
Er(ti) = ]PwI( i ) -Pw/ (  i)[ 
ip ns(ti)l , (2S) 
where superscripts "an" and "2D" mean analytical solution and 2-D model solution, respectively. 
Relative errors are very low and almost equal for different 0 values. Nevertheless, at early times, 
errors decrease when 0 increases, as Figure 3 illustrates. 
Therefore, we choose 0 = 1 to test the BSOR technique. This unconditionally stable scheme 
is selected in order to analyze how much the time step At can be increased without distorting 
the goodness of the numerical approximation. BSOR reaches convergence even with large values 
of time increments. We test At = 0.1, 1, 10, 100 s. Relative errors, obtained using these different 
time increments, are shown in Figure 4. In each case, the numerical approximation is not good 
until a certain value of time is reached. It is interesting to note that, as time increases, relative 
errors tend to a constant value, independently of At. Nevertheless, the CPU time required to 
complete ach time step increases when At increases, as Table 3 shows. 
Table 3. Average CPU t ime required for BSOR to complete ach t ime step. 
At  (s) CPU t ime (s) 
0.1 0.092 
1 0.329 
10 1.317 
100 38.4 
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Figure 2. Comparison with analytical solution using different schemes. 
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Figure 3. Relative errors for the numerical solution using different schemes. 
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Figure 4. Relative errors using different ime increments. 
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Our conclusion is that the best choice is to take a variable time increment algorithm, using an 
appropriate At for each range of time values. Therefore, we use a variable time increment in the 
following section. 
S imula t ion  of  an In ter layer  Crossf low Case 
Now, the 2-D model is used to simulate a problem with interlayer crossflow among layers of 
different characteristics. Fluid data are taken from Table 1 and rock properties from Table 2. 
We apply the BSOR technique taking 0 = 1 in two cases: (a) with a fixed At = 0.01 s and 
(b) with a variable time step, selected in the following way: 
• in time interval [0, 1] Is], we take At = 10 -3 s, 
• in time interval [10 k, 10 k+l] [s], we take At = 10 k-2 s. 
Pressures computed with fixed and variable At are shown in Figure 5. The agreement between 
them is excellent, and the corresponding CPU time decreases from 1.73 hours to 15 minutes. 
20 
n 
e 
I / )  e 
0_ 
19 
18 
17 
- -  variable At  
- I - -  At= 0.01 
i i l l | ' l l  I I | ' ' ' |H , , IH . , , i , .  |1 , , ,  
i i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l J  
16  I I I i 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 
time [s] 
Figure 5. Crossflow case: comparison between fixed and variable time increment. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The equation that models the single phase flow of oil towards a well in cylindrical coordinates 
was solved in 1-D (coordinate r) and 2-D (coordinates (r, z)), using a family of finite difference 
schemes. This family depends on one parameter 8. We studied the stability of these schemes, 
taking into account the boundary conditions. Moreover, some numerical experiments are pre- 
sented in order to test the proposed numerical schemes. BSOR iterative method for solving 
linear systems is used, specifically implemented for this particular problem. Conclusions are the 
following. 
1. For the 2-D model, if 1/2 < 0 < 1, the finite difference scheme defined in equation (16) is 
unconditionally stable. If 0 < ~ < 1/2, the scheme is stable if Ax, Az, At are selected so 
that At(k . . . .  / r2 Ax  2 -4- kZm~x/U2Az 2) <__ ~min/2(1  -- 28). 
2. Conclusion 1 holds for the 1-D model. For 0 < ~ < 1/2, the stability condition becomes 
(A t /Ax  2) <_ Cminr2w/krm.x2(1 -- 28). 
3. The finite difference solutions verify the analytical solution of a simplified 1-D model. 
4. BSOR converges using large values of At, so that this method is recommended when a 
long period of time must be simulated. Besides, the CPU time is reduced using a variable 
time increment. 
5. The 2-D model presented here may be used to analyze the influence of vertical permeability, 
vertical and radial heterogeneities and also gravity effects on well test pressure response. 
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